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Nations round on 
US as climate 
talks wrap up
BANGKOK: Developing countries
rounded on the United States and its
allies at emergency climate talks Sunday,
accusing the world’s richest nations of
stalling on a deal aimed at preventing
runaway global warming. Experts from
around the world wrapped up discus-
sions in Bangkok geared towards creat-
ing a comprehensive rulebook for coun-
tries to implement the landmark Paris
Accord on climate change. But talks
foundered over the key issue of how
efforts to limit climate change are funded
and how contributions are reported.

Delegates representing some of
Earth’s poorest and smallest nations said
on the final day of the summit that the
US and other Western economies had
failed to live up to their green spending
commitments. “Developed countries are
responsible for the vast majority of his-
toric emissions, and many became
remarkably wealthy burning fossil fuels,”
said Amjad Abdulla, the head of a nego-
tiating bloc of small island states. “Yet,
we face devastating climate impacts and
some of us could be lost forever to rising
seas” without progress on the Paris deal
by the end of the year, he added.

The Paris deal, struck in 2015, aims to
limit global temperature rises to less than
two degrees Celsius and to below 1.5
degrees if possible by the end of the
century. To do this, countries agreed to a
set of promises, including to establish an
annual $100-billion fund to help devel-
oping nations react to our heating plan-
et. But the details of the final rulebook

are subject to intense debate.
The US and other developed

economies want less oversight on how
their funding is gathered and more
flexibility over how future finance is
structured. But developing nations
insist they need predictable and open
funding in order to effectively plan
their fight against the fallout from cli-
mate change.

A senior climate negotiator, who
spoke on condition of anonymity, told
AFP Sunday that the US and other rich
nations were asking poorer ones to
trust them to self-regulate climate
financing. “We want to do our bit, but
how can we trust them? Show us the
money,” the negotiator said. 

Delegates ended talks Sunday with
an agreement to hand over technical
discussions to a panel of experts, who
will continue to meet before the COP 24
kicks off in Katowice, Poland, at the
start of December. Patricia Espinosa,
the UN’s climate change secretary, told
reporters progress had been made in
Bangkok “on most issues” but that “no
issues have been fully resolved yet”.
The issue of climate finance was “very
difficult and politically sensitive”, she
added. “For Katowice to be successful,
work needs to speed up and political
will needs to be intensified.”

Paris deal ‘on brink’ 
The Bangkok talks were organized as

an emergency negotiating session after
little progress was made at previous
rounds towards a final rulebook. Under
the timeframe set in Paris, the guidelines
must be finalized by the end of 2018.
While delegates made some headway
on areas such as new technology and
carbon markets, activists said the US —
with Western acquiescence — had

stonewalled momentum on the key
funding issue.

Harjeet Singh, global lead on climate
change for NGO ActionAid, said
Sunday the Paris deal was “on the
brink”. “Developed countries are going
back on their word and refusing to
agree clear rules governing climate
finance,” he told reporters. “If they
remain stuck in their positions and fail
to loosen their purses, this treaty may
collapse.”

‘Unimpressed by politicians’ 
The US under President Donald

Trump will leave the Paris process in
2020, but multiple delegates in Bangkok
told AFP it was still actively hindering
progress in talks. One senior negotiator
said the US was “poisoning” the atmos-
phere of trust that led to the Paris accord.

Activists also called out the European
Union, Britain and Australia for falling
into line with Washington’s position.

A State Department official told
AFP US negotiators would “continue
to actively participate in ongoing cli-
mate ?negotiations — including nego-
tiations to develop guidance for imple-
mentation of the Paris Agreement — to
protect and advance US interests”.
Alden Meyer, director of strategy and
pol icy at  the Union of  Concerned
Scientists, said the rate of cl imate
change was rapidly outstripping the
political effort to curb it. “As this sum-
mer’s devastating wave of heatwaves,
wildfires, floods, and other extreme
weather events across the world makes
abundantly clear, the Earth’s climate
system is unimpressed by politicians’
rhetoric.” —AFP

BANGKOK: An environmental activist wearing a face-mask depicting US President
Donald Trump takes part in a demonstration in front of the United Nations build-
ing, where experts from across the planet locked in key talks aimed at breathing
life into the Paris Agreement on climate change. —AFP

Ocean Cleanup 
to sweep out 
Pacific plastic
SAN FRANCISCO: A supply ship tow-
ing a long floating boom designed to
corral ocean plastic has set sail from San
Francisco for a test run ahead of a trip to
the Great Pacific Garbage Patch. The
ambitious project by The Ocean
Cleanup, a Dutch non-profit group,
hopes to clean up half of the infamous
garbage patch within five years when all
systems are deployed.

After five years of preparation and
scale model tests, “this is what it’s all
about, this is the culmination of all the
efforts,” said an excited Boyan Slat, the
24-year-old Dutch CEO and founder of
The Ocean Cleanup. Under a cloudless
sky the Maersk Launcher ship sailed on
Saturday past the Golden Gate Bridge
out into the Pacific sea accompanied by

a flotilla of sailboats and kayaks. The
supply vessel was towing a 600 meter-
long boom device dubbed System 001,
designed to contain floating ocean plas-
tic so it can be scooped up and recycled.
The system includes a tapered three-
meter skirt to catch plastic floating just
below the surface.

The ship was heading to a spot 240
nautical miles off the California coastline
for a two-week trial before sailing to the
Great Pacific Garbage Patch, a floating
trash pile twice the size of France that
swirls in the ocean halfway between
California and Hawaii. “The main mission
is to show that it works, and hopefully
then in a few months from now, the first
plastics will arrive back into port, which
means that it becomes proven technolo-
gy,” Slat told AFP as he witnessed the
launch.

“That means that we can then start
scaling up to a whole fleet of maybe 60
of these cleanup systems,” he said.
Laurent Lebreton, the project’s lead
oceanographer, said they believe the
Pacific garbage patch contains some

80,000 metric tons of plastic waste.
“Plastic has started to accumulate in the
ocean since... the 1950s,” Lebreton said.
He said that scientists first learned
about the plastic concentrating in the

Pacific garbage patch in the 1970s.
Land-based plastic comes mainly from
rivers, Lebreton said. “But we also find
a lot of fishing ropes, fishing nets,” he
said. —AFP

SAN FRANCISCO: Ocean Cleanup’s System 001 is towed out of the San
Francisco Bay in San Francisco. —AFP

Facial recognition 
touted as ‘user 
friendly’ system 
for airports
DULLES:  As facial recognition technology use gener-
ates intense scrutiny, a new system unveiled at
Washington’s Dulles airport is being touted as a “user
friendly” way to help ease congestion for air travelers.
Officials at Dulles unveiled two new face recognition
systems Thursday, one to meet legal requirements for
biometric entry-exit records, and a second to help
speed processing of travelers arriving on international
flights by matching their real-time images with stored
photos. The growing use of facial recognition has ignit-
ed debate over surveillance and privacy around the
world, but officials told media this system was a way to
help reducing annoying lines and wait times without
compromising security.

“The technology works,” US Customs and Border
Protection Commissioner Kevin McAleenan told
reporters at an airport unveiling. “It’s fast, it’s user-
friendly, it’s flexible and it’s cost-effective. And we
believe it will change the face of international travel.”

Over time, officials say the biometric recognition sys-
tem will allow a traveler’s face to eliminate the need for a
boarding pass.

“No more fumbling with your boarding pass when
you have two carry-ons, maybe a kid, no more trying to
find a QR code or trying the refresh your screen,”
McAleenan said.

In one test for the system, McAleenan said the
boarding 350 passengers for an Airbus A380 aircraft
was completed in 20 minutes, or half the normal time. At
Dulles, officials showed how the new systems, operated
with iPads mounted on poles, identified and matched the
image of travelers during the boarding process.

Aiming for speed, security 
The system is designed to boost security by ensuring

that travelers are using their real passports and not
forged documents, matching to existing photos from
passports or images collected from foreign nationals
when they enter. The Dulles system began operations in
mid-August, ahead of the media event, and within three
days was credited with the arrest of a man attempting to
use a fake passport to enter the United States.

The 26-year-old man traveling from Sao Paulo, Brazil
sought to enter with a French passport but the facial
comparison biometric system determined he was not a
match to the passport he presented. 

A search revealed the man’s authentic Republic of
Congo identification card concealed in his shoe.

Officials claim the new systems are being developed
only for the boarding and entry process and not being
tied to other databases for law enforcement surveillance.

“We are not collecting or retaining any new data,”
McAleenan said. “We need to confirm that the party
travelers are who they say they are.” Dulles is one of 14
“early adopter airports” using facial recognition tech-
nology for the entry process. 

McAleenan said that because the new system uses
only its own images and passport photos, its accuracy
rate is “99 percent.” “We are not seeing significant dif-
ference across gender or race,” he added. The CPB sys-
tem was developed within the agency, part of the
Department of Homeland Security, with unspecified
technology partners, according to McAleenan. —AFP

DECIN: Once an ominous harbinger of hard times
and even famine due to critically low water levels, a
massive “hunger stone” embedded deep in the Elbe
River has reappeared in the Czech Republic after
Europe’s long, dry summer. The boulder in the town
of Decin, north of the capital, Prague, is roughly the
size of a van and bears the foreboding inscription,
“If you can see me, then weep”.

Boatman and riverside innkeeper Franz Mayer
etched the words in German — “Wenn du mich
siehst, dann weine” — during a period of low water
in 1904 in the days when the country was part of the
Austro-Hungarian Empire. “Over the centuries, many
people earned their living on the Elbe as rafters, and
when there wasn’t enough
water to float their rafts,
they lost their livelihoods,”
Vlastimil Pazourek, head
of the museum in Decin
said.

“The rafters engraved
the dates  of  those bad
years on the soft  sand-
stone boulders typical for
th is  region, hence the
name ‘hunger  s tone’ ,”
Pazourek said. About 20
such boulders, engraved
with markers and dates going back centuries, can
still be found on the banks of the Elbe, a major cen-
tral European waterway running from the Czech
Republ ic  through Germany to the North Sea.
Marked “1616”, the hunger stone on the river’s left
bank in Decin, which lies 20 kilometers from the
German border, bears one of the oldest dates.

A lot of water has since flowed under the bridges
on the Elbe, which is no longer the same river that
Franz Mayer knew when he left his etched lament.
The riverbed has been deepened to ease navigation
and its flow has also been altered by nine dams built
during the 20th century on the Vltava, its main trib-
utary. At three meters, its average water level in
Decin today is about 1.5 metres lower than in 1904,
according to Pazourek. Parts of the hunger stone
are usually visible for more than 100 days a year

when the water level on the Elbe drops to 160 cen-
timetres, he said.

‘More than historical curiosity’
“The hunger stone is certainly more than just a

historical curiosity,” said Jiri Petr, head of dis-
patching at Povodi Labe, the state-owned compa-
ny managing river traffic on the Czech stretch of
the Elbe. The water level plunged to just 90 cm at
the end of August after the long, hot and very dry
summer, making large-scale river transport impos-
sible. Prague experienced its hottest summer since
records started in 1775, the weather institute said
last week.

“Compl icat ions  ar ise
when the level of the Elbe
in  Decin  is  down to
around 250 cm, and if it
drops below 115 cm, river
transport  i s  no longer
viable,” Petr said. “A simi-
lar situation occurred in
2015 and 2016, but this
year, the water level has
fal len more rapidly in a
way that hasn’t been seen
in the last two decades,”
he said. 

Experts predict ebbing river levels will become
the norm in coming years. “Due to climate change,
low river levels will be even more frequent,” the
Prague-based Arnika environmental NGO quoted a
hydrology specialist in Germany, Tobias Conradt, as
saying in a statement. “What we consider extreme
today, wi l l  become an everyday real i ty in  the
decades to come,” he added.

This year’s drought has affected around 94 per-
cent of the Czech Republic, causing crop damage
estimated at nine to 11 billion koruna (350-427 mil-
lion euros, $408-500 million), according to the
Agrarian Chamber. Farmers across Europe, includ-
ing those in usually wetter northern regions like
Sweden and the Baltic states, have also suffered
from record drought, with many forced to slaughter
livestock due to severe shortages of fodder. 

Ebbing transport 
Up until the 1990s, around five million tons of

goods were transported on the Elbe each year, but
the figure has dramatically fallen to under one million
in recent years due to low water. Controversy sur-
rounds plans to build a new weir on the Elbe in Decin,
designed to raise its water level and thus improve
navigation. 

While it has government support, environmental-
ists question its viability and fear an irreversible envi-

ronmental impact. “Since 2013, transporting goods
has been paralyzed by low water levels on the Elbe in
Germany for up to seven months of the year,” argued
Nikol Krejcova, of Arnika. 

“Reliable transport on the Elbe up to Hamburg is
an unrealistic idea,” he insisted. If the project goes
ahead, the hunger stone will vanish under water, but
Decin has no plans to move it to higher ground.
“Certainly not, we won’t lose it. It’ll still be there, just
beneath the surface,” said a smiling Pazourek.  —AFP

‘Many people earned their living on the Elbe as rafters’

‘Hunger stones’ displays Elbe’s
centuries-old tale of drought

DECIN: In this file photo taken on August 29, 2018 the so-called “Hunger Stone” is pictured in Decin,
Czech Republic on August 29, 2018, by the low water level of the Elbe river. —AFP
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